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Report of the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal on
"Use of Certain Copyrighted
Works in Connection With
Noncommercial Broadcasting" as
Required by 37 CFR 304.14*
Introduction
17 USC 118 establishes a copyright compulsory license for certain uses of published nondramatic musical works and published
pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works by noncommercial broadcasting. The section defines the activities which may be engaged in
by public broadcasting entities, and directs the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal (Tribunal) at specified periods to establish rates and
terms for such uses. The section also requires the Tribunal to establish requirements by which copyright owners may receive notice
of the use of their works, and under which records of such use shall
be kept by public broadcasting entities. Section 118 and other relevant provisions of Title 17 became effective October 19, 1976. In
accordance with the provisions of Section 118, the Tribunal published in the Federal Register of June 8, 1978 (37 CFR Part 304)
its schedule of rates and terms.
The inclusion in the legislation for the general revision of the
copyright law of a compulsory license for certain uses of copyrighted works by noncommercial broadcasting was recommended
to the Congress by the representatives of public broadcasting. The
justification for such a compulsory license was concisely stated in
1975 by a spokesman for the Public Broadcasting Service in testimony before the Subcommittee of the House of Representatives
considering the copyright revision legislation.' This representative
* This report was issued by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal on January 22, 1980. It was
presented to the Senate Judiciary Committee and the House Committee on the Judiciary,
but it has not been widely disseminated. It is reprinted here as a service to our readers.
1. Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration
of Justice of House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary, 94th Congress, on H.R.
41
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stated that the license "is simply and explicitly designed to establish in the new copyright law a workable method of determining
and paying fair compensation without prohibitive delays and with
reasonable administration, to the extent that satisfactory arrangements cannot otherwise be negotiated between the various copyright agencies and public broadcasting organizations." It was
stated that a special need for copyright clearance assistance in
public broadcasting is due to "several inherent characteristics not
encountered in commercial television, relating to (i) special nature
of programming, (ii) repeated use of programs, (iii) varied type of
producing organizations, and (iv) limited extent of financial
resources."
1
The House Committee on the Judiciary at page 117 of House
Report 94-1476 in discussing the public broadcasting compulsory
license, said that the Committee is "aware that public broadcasting
may encounter problems not confronted by commercial broadcasting enterprises, due to such factors as the special nature of the
programming, repeated use of programs, and, of course, limited
financial resources. Thus, the Committee determined that the nature of public broadcasting does warrant special treatment in certain areas." The House report also stated that the "Committee
does not intend that owners of copyrighted material be required to
subsidize public broadcasting."
Section 118(e)(2) directs the Register of Copyrights to submit a
report to the Congress on January 3, 1980 concerning the execution
and implementation of voluntary licensing arrangements with respect to the use of nondramatic literary works by public broadcasting stations. The Register is directed to inform the Congress of any
problems that may have arisen concerning the use of such works
by public broadcasting and to make such legislative or other recommendations as may be warranted.
The Tribunal, in appearing before Committees of the Congress
in connection with legislative oversight and other legislative and
appropriation matters, has been requested to make recommendations to the Congress in the areas of its statutory responsibilities.
To discharge this task in a more systematic manner the Tribunal,
in adopting its rules and regulations concerning the use of copyrighted works by public broadcasting, provided in Section 304.14
that:
2223, pp. 865, 66 (1975).
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On January 3, 1980, the CRT, after conducting such proceedings
as it may deem appropriate, shall transmit a report to the United
States Congress making such recommendations concerning 17
USC 118 that it finds to be in the public interest.
The Tribunal, in its rule, provided for the transmission to the
Congress of its public broadcasting report on January 3, 1980
rather than by including its views and recommendations in the Annual Report required by 17 USC 808, to complement the report of
the Register in a copyright area where the Tribunal has the principal statutory responsibility.
On November 23, 1979, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)
and National Public Radio (NPR) petitioned the Tribunal to postpone its public broadcasting report. A major argument advanced in
the petition was that the transmission of a report to the Congress
"is premature". .3
I
Although there was some support among the members of the
Tribunal for certain of the arguments advanced in the petition, the
petition was denied. In rejecting the request for delay the Tribunal
observed that "parties other than PBS and NPR have asked, with
respect to the report to Congress under section 304.14, to express
concerns on the basis of experience under the Statute." The Tribunal in this connection notes the comments filed by PBS on October
31, 1979 before the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress in
the proceeding concerning the Report by the Register of Copyrights on Voluntary Licenses for the Use of Nondramatic Literary
Works by Noncommercial Broadcasters. This proceeding of the
Copyright Office was principally occupied with consideration of a
voluntary arrangement for the use of nondramatic literary works
by noncommercial broadcasting that was recorded in the Copyright
Office on August 28, 1979. The representatives of PBS, in their
comments before the Copyright Office, stated that it would be appropriate to review and evaluate the situation "after a year of such
experience. "2
In order to permit a longer period for reply comments, the Tribunal agreed to postpone its report until January 22, 1980.
In preparing this report the Tribunal solicited written statements of the views of interested persons. Comments and/or reply
2. In the Matter of Report by the Register of Copyrights on Voluntary Licenses for the
Use of Nondramatic Literary Works by Noncommercial Broadcasters, Statement of Public
Broadcasting Service, October 31, 1979, p. 11.
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comments were received from: PBS, NPR, the Italian Book Corporation, Graphic Artists Guild, Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI), American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), Visual Artists & Galleries Association, SESAC, Robert R. Nathan
Associates, Inc., and the American Society of Magazine Photographers, Inc.

Performance of Nondramatic Musical Works by
Public Broadcasting
During the consideration in the Congress of the proposed public
broadcasting compulsory license, the Congress emphasized the
value of voluntary agreements in lieu of recourse to the provisions
of a statutory license. In implementation of that policy, Section
118(b)(2) provides that voluntary license agreements negotiated at
any time between copyright owners and public broadcasting entities shall supersede the rates and terms established by the
Tribunal. L
Prior to the commencement of the Tribunal's proceedings, PBS
and NPR reached voluntary agreements with BMI and SESAC,
performing rights societies. No agreement was reached by ASCAP
and PBS/NPR. With regard to public broadcasting entities not affiliated with PBS/NPR, the picture was mixed as between the existence and absence of voluntary agreements. There had been no
systematic effort to reach agreement with unaffiliated public
broadcasting entities.
The performance of nondramatic musical works by public broadcasting presents two general copyright issues-clearance procedures, and the financial and administrative resources of public
broadcasting.
Licenses granted by the several musical performing rights societies cover performing rights in all works licensed by the societies.
The record of the Tribunal reflects that ASCAP and BMI are precluded, under the terms of antitrust consent decrees, from refusing
to license any user. The record of the Tribunal proceedings does
not reflect that SESAC or the Italian Book Corporation, a specialized performing rights society whose works may be used by public
broadcasting, has refused to license any user.
The performing rights societies, in their submissions to the Tribunal, maintain that there are no clearance problems or special
programming needs of public broadcasting that require a compul-
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sory license of musical works. Public broadcasting responds by citing the legislative desire to assure their "unhindered access" to
musical works, and the possible problems of "small noncommercial
stations being dragged into an arbitration at one point or the Federal Court in New York City at another point, all at a tremendous
waste of time, effort, and money."
On the basis of its experience with Section 118, the Tribunal
cannot advise the Congress that these concerns of public broadcasting are well founded. The official record, including both congressional and Tribunal proceedings, suggest that the programming needs of public broadcasting for performing rights in musical
works can be fully met by blanket licensing arrangements with the
performing rights societies. The Tribunal, in its public broadcasting proceeding, determined "that a blanket license is the most
suitable method for licensing public broadcasting to perform musical works."3 I
The argument by public broadcasting that their clearance needs
cannot be met within the limitations of their administrative and
financial resources without a statutory license cannot be sustained
on the evidence since the passage of Section 118. Thousands of enterprises, many of which are not represented by any national association in copyright licensing matters, have with little difficulty or
burden, reached blanket licensing agreements with musical performing rights societies.
It has been suggested that even if PBS or NPR may be able to
reasonably meet their musical programming needs through the
traditional operation of the copyright system and the safeguards
provided by the consent decrees, independent noncommercial
broadcasting stations still require the protection deemed to be afforded by Section 118. The proceedings before the Tribunal do not
supply support for this statement. No radio stations other than
those affiliated with NPR, or licensed to educational institutions,
participated in the Tribunal's proceedings. Since the Tribunal was
bound by the rigid procedural requirements of Section 118 and the
Administrative Procedure Act, it was unable to adopt a schedule
that was fine tuned to the varied circumstances of public broadcasting stations not affiliated with NPR. Subsequent to the publication of the Tribunal's rates and terms, certain independent noncommercial radio stations discussed their particular needs
3. Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 111, p. 25069 (June 8, 1978).
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informally with the Tribunal. The only recourse available to these
stations, whose needs were not fully explored because of the expense and burden of participating in a Washington-based rule proceeding, was to explore the feasibility of individual voluntary licensing agreements with the several performing rights societies.
The Tribunal finds that there is no necessity for a compulsory
license for the performance by public broadcasting of nondramatic
musical works and that the existing statutory structure involves
expenses and other burdens that can be obviated by reliance on
the customary functioning of the copyright system without interfering with the programming activities of public broadcasting stations. The Tribunal has not discovered any "special programming," "repeated use," or "varied type of producing organizations"
clearance problems that require special procedures for the licensing of nondramatic musical works. If the programming needs of
public broadcasting for the use of nondramatic literary works are
being reasonably met by voluntary clearance arrangements, despite
the large number of individual copyright owners, the Tribunal
finds it difficult to understand why a compulsory license is necessary for performing rights in musical works. I
16

Public Broadcasting Recording Rights
Section 118 and the public broadcasting rates and terms adopted
by the Tribunal apply to the recording of nondramatic performances and displays of musical works on and for the radio and television programs of public broadcasting entities.
At the commencement of the Tribunal's proceedings, the Tribunal was informed of a voluntary agreement reached by PBS/NPR
with the Harry Fox Agency, a licensing agency for recording rights
of a number of music publisher copyright owners. However, a number of music publishers, at the time of the Tribunal's proceedings,
had not entered into the Harry Fox/PBS/NPR agreement. In addition, the voluntary agreement reached by PBS/NPR and SESAC
covered recording as well as performing rights.
The Tribunal proceedings reflect that the terms of the recording
rights voluntary agreements include certain provisions which the
Tribunal has concluded could not be incorporated in the Tribunal's schedule of rates and terms because of lack of jurisdiction.
These provisions include arrangements whereby copyright payments are made only on the basis of nationally distributed or produced programs and authorize certain limited rights outside the
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United States. To the extent that these provisions are beneficial to
public broadcasting entities, they will presumably seek voluntary
agreements which incorporate them.
While the standard agreement reached between PBS/NPR and
the Harry Fox Agency does not apply to all music publishers, the
Tribunal has no basis for finding that necessary, and customary
recording rights cannot be obtained from such publishers without
administrative or financial burdens. Through long established relationships, a mechanism exists whereby music publisher copyright
owners can be readily located and recording licenses secured
through the Harry Fox Agency.

Use of Published Pictorial, Graphic, and Sculptural
Works by Noncommercial Broadcasting
The situation concerning the use of published pictorial, graphic,
and sculptural works by public broadcasting must be clearly distinguished from performing and recording rights for the use of musical works. No central clearance mechanism for the use of such visual works existed at the time of the congressional deliberations on
Section 118, nor has any such mechanism developed in the intervening period. Moreover, for reasons discussed hereafter, it is reasonably clear that it cannot be anticipated that any such mechanism will be established in the foreseeable future.
17
PBS, in urging Congress to adopt a compulsory license, said with
regard to visual works that "Photographs and pictures are of prime
importance in public television production, local perhaps even
more than national, and under H.R. 2223 may well become virtually impossible to clear because of the tremendous difficulties in
ascertaining, reaching and obtaining permission from the television
rights holders in all but a few exceptional cases." 4
The frequency of use under the compulsory license of visual
works by PBS is an important issue in the examination of Section
118. This subject has been analyzed in comments submitted to the
Tribunal. While the comments of the representatives of the creators or copyright owners of visual works and those of PBS differ
widely as to the conclusions to be drawn, there is general agreement as to the underlying data. According to the analysis of the
4. Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration
of Justice of the House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary, 94th Congress, on
H.R. 2223, p. 869 (1975).
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visual artists, for the periods of June 8 - December 31, 1978 and

January 1 - June 30, 1979, under the Tribunal's reporting requirement (a subject separately discussed), only 19 of the 270 member
stations of PBS submitted cue sheets or listings of visual uses. In
addition to the 19 stations (not identical for each period), 22 stations indicated that no use had been made of the compulsory license for visual works. During this period of slightly over one year,
for PBS and non PBS programs, the total fees paid to copyright
owners were $1,575.75. In addition, the sum of $1,180 has been
placed in trust for unknown copyright owners. Thus, the total allocated payments were $2,755.75. It is stated by spokesmen for the
visual artists that the cue sheets account "for only 1.7 percent of
original broadcast hours distributed by PBS." PBS, in its reply
comments to the Tribunal, did not challenge the accuracy of these
figures, but reached different conclusions from the data than those
advanced by the visual artists spokesmen.
The visual artists representatives, on the basis of their examination of the cue sheets, generally conclude either:
(1) so little use is being made of the compulsory license that it is
unnecessary and should be repealed, or
(2)

if the compulsory license is of significant benefit to PBS,

there has then been widespread noncompliance with the payment
and reporting requirements, causing significant injury to visual
artists, and consequently 118 should be repealed. ±_
They make reference, as was extensively explored during the Tribunal's public broadcasting rate proceeding, to the interest of public broadcasting in securing ancillary and other rights greater than
those conferred by Section 118.
PBS responds that the visual rights of 118 have been of significant benefit to public broadcasting. They assert that visual uses
are not being significantly reported on cue sheets because "many
uses are either public domain uses, fair uses, exempt uses, uses
pursuant to voluntary licenses, etc." It is also maintained that "a
great many of the works now used were created prior to June 8,
1978; and are in the public domain. In the future, virtually all visual works used will be in copyright and thus usable only under
Section 118."
On the basis of the experience to date, the Tribunal must conclude that the limited use made of the compulsory license for visual works cannot justify interference with the traditional operation
of the copyright system, the freedom of the market place, and the
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artistic freedom of the creators of visual works. The Tribunal notes
the significant statement of a special PBS counsel that "From
what we understand from many of our stations, such as WNET,
they are at this point obtaining direct licenses to utilize the works
involved rather than availing themselves of Section 118. This
would be particularly understandable where rights to use the original photographic print, for example, are involved or where ancillary rights which are not included in Section 118 are needed."
PBS states that in future years there may be greater use of Section 118 because, in their view, a larger number of visual works will
be subject to copyright protection. Everyone is entitled to speculate about the future, but the Tribunal currently has no basis for
concluding that the utilization of Section 118 will increase significantly. As has been previously noted with regard to both performing and recording rights in musical works, the trend is clearly toward direct licensing.
Reporting Requirements
Section 118(b)(3) provides that "the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall also establish requirements by which copyright owners may
receive reasonable notice of the use of their works under this section, and under which records of such uses shall be kept by public
broadcasting entities." The Tribunal is convinced that public
broadcasting, which sought and obtained the compulsory license,
has a major responsibility to implement efficiently the payment
and reporting requirements. I9
During the public broadcasting proceedings, the representatives
of public broadcasting argued that the Tribunal should only require the payment and reporting of national program uses. It was
argued that such a procedure was followed in the voluntary agreement reached between PBS/NPR and the Harry Fox Agency.
Specific payment and reporting requirements have been established in the Tribunal's regulation. In adopting these rates and
terms, the Tribunal did not accept public broadcasting's positions
concerning the treatment of non-national programming, and required payment and reporting for local programming uses. Public
broadcasting continues to maintain that "the maintenance of such
records is overly burdensome in relation to the small fees gener5. Letter of Carol F. Smikin to Tad Crawford, counsel for the Graphic Artists Guild, December 14, 1979.
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ated and that the necessity of keeping such records may indeed be
an impediment to the use of the copyrighted works involved."
The Tribunal cannot accept these arguments. The statute and
the legislative history is clear - Congress intended that copyright
owners were to be paid and to be informed for all uses of their
works, not paid and informed for certain uses. Voluntary arrangements may incorporate mutually beneficial alternatives, but the
Tribunal cannot waive rights granted by statute to copyright owners. This is particularly significant with respect to visual works
where both the congressional and Tribunal proceedings emphasized the importance of local programming uses of visual works.
The Tribunal has requested interested parties to comment on
"the necessity for, adequacy of, and compliance with the reporting
requirements of the Tribunal." Certain comments by copyright
owners suggest inadequate reporting compliance by public broadcasting. These allegations are disputed by PBS/NPR.
The Tribunal will monitor compliance with the reporting requirements of the Act and its regulations. We have been requested
in the comments to consider several changes in the reporting regulations. However, it has also been noted that certain of the proposed changes may exceed the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. In connection with its ongoing review, the Tribunal may subsequently
consider those suggestions coming within its jurisdiction. Any such
activity will be conducted as a Tribunal rulemaking proceeding.

Conclusion
It is for the Congress, not the Tribunal, to determine public policy. The public broadcasting compulsory license may present policy considerations in areas beyond the special competence of the
Tribunal. However, the Tribunal has been given a broad mandate
by the Congress. In the words of the House Report 94-1476, its
task is "to consider both the general public interest in encouraging
the growth and development of public broadcasting, and the 'promotion of science and the useful arts' through thelencouragement tl0
of musical and artistic creation." On the basis of its review of the
experience with Section 118, the Tribunal concludes that the compulsory license is not necessary for the efficient operation of public
broadcasting and thus constitutes an inappropriate interference
with the traditional functioning of the copyright system and the
artistic and economic freedom of those creators whose works are
subject to its provisions.
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The copyright system can advance the constitutional objectives
only if the exclusive rights of authors and copyright proprietors are
preserved. Reasonable exceptions to these exclusive rights are justified when necessary to promote public policy. The Tribunal believes that those engaged in communications should be particularly
sensitive toward the intervention of the Federal Government in the
absence of compelling need.
The Register of Copyrights advised the Congress in 1975 that
the proposed public broadcasting compulsory license was not "justified or necessary."' The Tribunal believes that the experience of
the intervening years confirms the correctness of the Register's position. It is therefore the recommendation of the Tribunal that the
Congress reconsider the public broadcasting compulsory license at
an appropriate time.

6. Letter of Register of Copyrights to Senator John L. McClellan, January 31, 1975.

